Neal Dual Applicators combine two powerful techniques of applying sealer in one highly mobile self-propelled system. Equipped with our proven and reliable Heavy Duty Pumpmor (HDP) system and newly designed 8 ft. Diamond Squeegee, the DA 350 is extremely robust and versatile. Hydrostatic rear wheel drive offers high traction and a tight turning radius for difficult conditions. Power steering offers smooth operation for quick turns. Our Diamond Squeegee and hydraulic windrow offers complete control of material distribution. The unit is also equipped with an 87” spray bar and 75 ft. of delivery hose coupled to our 6 ft. hand wand. Your DA 350 can be converted into a profit BEAST with the addition of the Neal Jet Blower. The Neal Jet significantly reduces preparation time with less labor, guaranteed.

**DA 350 Features...**

- Reliable 35 HP Yanmar Water Cooled Diesel
- Proven Neal 100 GPM Hydraulic Piston Pump
- 8 ft. Even Flow Diamond Squeegee with Hydraulic Windrow
- 87” Spray Bar with Powerful Electronic Actuator
- Helac Rotary Steering for Positive Control
- Optional LED Work Lights
- Optional 180-Degree Neal Jet Blower with the Power of 3 Walk Behind Blowers
DA 350 Dual Applicator

The DA 350 self propelled machine can double your profit on every job. This multi-functional beast, using the new hydraulic on board jet blower, will cut your preparation time in half and significantly reduce your crew size. The jet blower can be moved 180 degrees in either direction. For ease of loading, the blower is raised to clear the fenders on your haul trailer. The addition of the Neal Jet Blower is guaranteed to put more money in your pocket.

OPTIONS
- Neal Jet Blower
- LED Rear and Front Work Lights
- Hose Reel
- AutoTrim Cut In

NEAL HDP PUMP BENEFITS
- Proven Neal 100 gpm Hydraulic Piston Pump
- Generation 4 Pump Controller
- Designed for Heavily Sanded Materials
- Low Maintenance
- Flush Once Per Year

PUMP PERFORMANCE
- Maximum Volume - 100 gpm
- Maximum Pressure - 130 psi

NEAL Parts & Service
The most reliable customer support team in the industry offering next day air shipments for the Neal product line.

Call: 770.830.1282
www.nealequip.com
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